Coded matrix multiplication is a technique to enable straggler-resistant multiplication of large matrices in distributed computing systems. In this paper, we first present a conceptual framework to represent the division of work amongst processors in coded matrix multiplication as a cuboid partitioning problem. This framework allows us to unify existing methods and motivates new techniques. Building on this framework, we apply the idea of hierarchical coding to coded matrix multiplication. The hierarchical scheme we develop is able to exploit the work completed by all processors (fast and slow), rather than ignoring the slow ones, even if the amount of work completed by stragglers is much less than that completed by the fastest workers. On Amazon EC2, we achieve a 37% improvement in average finishing time compared to non-hierarchical schemes.
Introduction
Large-scale matrix multiplication is a fundamental operation core to many data-intensive computational problems, including the training of deep neural networks. Such multiplication often cannot be performed in a single computer due to limited processing power and storage. Distributed matrix multiplication is necessary. While in an idealized setting highly parallelizable tasks can be accelerated proportional to the number of working nodes, in many cloudbased systems, slow working nodes, known as stragglers, are a bottleneck that can prevent the realization of faster compute times (Dean & et al., 2012) . Recent studies show that the effect of stragglers can be minimized through the use of error correction codes (Lee et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2017; Dutta et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2018) . This idea, termed coded computation, introduces redundant computations so that the completion of any fixedcardinality subset of tasks suffices to realize the desired solution. A drawback of most methods of coded computing developed to date is that they rely only on the work completed by a set of the fastest workers, ignoring completely the work done by stragglers. Approaches to exploit the work completed by stragglers has been studied in , which introduces idea of hierarchical coding.
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location of tasks in various prior coded matrix multiplication approaches -Polynomial (Yu et al., 2017) , MAT-DOT (Dutta et al., 2018) codes, and others -correspond to different partitions of the cuboid. Starting from this geometric perspective, we are able to extend the concept of hierarchical coding to any coded matrix multiplication. While the original concept of hierarchical coding is introduced in the context of vector matrix multiplication using maximum distance separable (MDS) codes, its extension to general coded matrix multiplication is non-trivial. Cuboid partitioning visualization facilitates such extension.
Unifying geometric model
Consider the problem of multiplying the two matrices A P R NxˆNz and B P R NzˆNy in a distributed system that consists of a master node, and N working nodes. We parallelize the computation of matrix product AB P R NxˆNy among the N workers by providing each a subset of the data and asking each to carry out specific computations. We now present our conceptual framework wherein the decomposition of a matrix multiplication into smaller computations is visualized geometrically as the partitioning of a cuboid.
3D model for matrix multiplication
Standard techniques of matrix multiplication to compute the AB product require N x N z N y basic operations each of which is a multiply-and-accumulate. This basic operation g : RˆRˆR Ñ R is defined pointwise as gpa, b, cq " ab`c. One method to compute each entry of AB is iteratively to apply the basic operation N z times to compute an inner product. Each basic operation is indexed by a positive . Cuboid partitioning structure for (b) polynomial codes where pK, Rq " p4, 4q; (c) hierarchical codes where L " 4 and pKi, Riq P tp8, 8q, p4, 4q, p3, 3q, p1, 1qu; (d) sum-rate codes where L " 4 and pKS-poly, RS-polyq " p16, 16q. integer triple pi x , i z , i y q P I " rN x sˆrN z sˆrN y s 1 such that the pairs pi x , i z q and pi z , i y q index the entries of A and B that serve as the a and b. In 3D space, each integer triple pi x , i z , i y q can be considered as indexing a unit cube situated within a cuboid of integer edge lengths pN x , N z , N y q, cf. Fig. 1 (a). The unit square in the xz or zy plane corresponding to index pair pi x , i z q or pi z , i y q geometrically specifies the a ix,iz or b iz ,iy element in A or B. Each unit square in the xy plane represents an entry of AB.
3D model for coded matrix multiplication
We now derive previously presented coded schemes from the cuboid partitioning perspective. We recall the terminology and setup introduced in the previous literature (Lee et al., 2018) . In coded matrix multiplication, the AB product is first partitioned into K equal-sized computations. The master then encodes the data involved in each of the K computations to yield a larger set of N encoded tasks. Each task is given to a distinct worker. The master can recover the original K computations by decoding any R completed tasks from any set of workers. We term K the information dimension and R the recovery threshold.
To partition the overall computation of the AB product into K equal-sized computations, the master first partitions the data. Once the data A and B are partitioned, certain pairs of submatrices can be matched up to yield the K computations. The partitioning of the AB product into the K computations can be visualized as a partitioning of the cuboid. The K distinct computations are represented by K equalsized subcuboid partitions. We use information block to refer to such subcuboids. In the following, we first introduce the partitioning structure of polynomial codes (Yu et al., 2017) ; we then generalize this idea to all previous coding schemes.
Polynomial codes: One way to achieve information dimen-1 rNxs " t1, . . . , Nxu is the index set of cardinality Nx. Ks. This decomposition slices the cuboid into K equal-sized subcuboids by making ? K´1 parallel cuts along the x-axis and ? K´1 parallel cuts along the y-axis, cf. Fig. 1(b) for K " 4.
Generalized coded matrix multiplication:
In general, all possible cuboid partitions that arise in coded matrix multiplication can be clustered into eight possible categories. Each category is defined by cutting the cuboid along a specific subset of directions tx, y, zu. For example, product codes (Lee et al., 2017) and polynomial codes (Yu et al., 2017) slice along the x-and y-axes. MAT-DOT codes (Dutta et al., 2018) slice along the z-axis. Generalized polyDOT codes (Dutta et al., 2018) and entangled polynomial codes (Yu et al., 2018) slice the cuboid along all axes.
Hierarchical matrix multiplication
We now employ our geometric insight to design the general hierarchical coded matrix multiplication in three phases.
Data and cuboid partitioning phase: In contrast to the one-phase cuboid partitioning of coded matrix multiplication scheme, in a hierarchical scheme the master partitions the cuboid in two steps. It first divides the cuboid into L subcuboids each of which we think of as a layer of computation. The term task block is used for such subcuboids partitions in the first step of partitioning. It then partitions the lth task block into K l equal-sized information blocks.
The lth task block is described by the set S l " S xlˆSzlŜ yl where S xl , S zl and S yl are, respectively, subsets of (generally) consecutive elements of rN x s, rN z s and rN y s. Such task block corresponds to a set of basic operations indexed by pi x , i z , i y q P S l . The lth task block can be visualized as a cuboid of dimensions N xlˆNy lˆN z l , where N xl " |S xl | , N z l " |S zl | and N y l " |S yl |. The master starts by grouping A into L matrices tA S xlˆSzl | l P rLsu and grouping B into L matrices tB S zlˆSyl | l P rLsu such that the AB product is decomposed into L computations A S xlˆSzl B S zlˆSyl . To denote the ith element of S xl we write S xl,i , which is a row-index into A. Similarly, S zl,i and S yl,i are column-indices into A and B, respectively.
In the second step of partitioning, the master subdivides A S xlˆSzl into M xl M zl equal-sized submatrices denoted as A plq mx,mz , where pm x , m z q P rM xl sˆrM zl s and l P rLs. The submatrix A plq mx,mz contains all elements pAq S xl,ix ,S zl,iz , where i x P rN xl {M xl s`pm x1 qN xl {M xl and i z P rN zl {M zl s`pm z´1 qN z l {M zl . Likewise, the master subdivides B S zlˆSyl into M zl M yl equal-sized submatrices: B plq mz ,my , where pm z , m y q P rM zl sˆrM yl s. The submatrix B plq mz,my contains all elements pBq S zl,iz ,S yl,iy where i z P rN zl {M zl s`pm z1 qN z l {M zl and i y P rN y l {M yl s`pm y´1 qN y l {M yl . The partitioning of A S xlˆSzl and B S zlˆSyl divides the lth task block into equal-sized information blocks each of dimensions N xl {M xlˆNzl {M zlˆNy l {M yl . The information dimension used in the lth layer is equal to the number of information blocks in that layer, i.e., K l " M xl M zl M yl . In Fig. 1(c) , the decomposition of AB into layers of computation is depicted by the bold solid (blue) lines whereas task blocks are partitioned into information blocks by dashed lines.
Data encoding and distribution phase: The master generates N pairs of encoded submatrices tpÂ l pnq,B l pnqq| n P rN su from 2K l submatrices tA plq mx,mz , B plq mz,my | m x P rM xl s, m z P rM zl s, m y P rM yl su. For instance, in (Yu et al., 2017 ) the polynomials used to encode the submatrices of layer l areÂ l pxq " ř mx A plq mx,1 x mx´1 and
Worker computation and decoding phase: The nth worker sequentially computes its L jobs,Â 1 pnqB 1 pnq throughÂ L pnqB L pnq, sending completed jobs to the master as soon as they are finished. To recover all the information blocks that make up the lth layer of computation, the master must receive at least R l jobs from the N workers, i.e., a subset of size at least R l of tÂ l pnqB l pnq | n P rN su. The master then decodes the output of each layer using a decoding algorithm. For instance, if the lth layer is encoded by polynomial codes, the master can use a Reed-Solomon decoder (Didier, 2009 ). The average finishing time vs. L, where pNx, Nz, Nyq " p10000, 1000, 3000q and Kpoly " KS-poly{L " Ksum{L " 11.
Evaluation
In Amazon EC2, we implement a large matrix multiplication AB on N " 16 t2.micro instances in parallel using the mpi4py library. In Fig. 2 we plot the average finishing time which counts only the time of computation vs. number of layers L. Since in EC2 we rarely observe stragglers in small-scale distributed system (N " 16), we artificially assign workers to be straggler with probability 0.5. Workers that are designated stragglers are tasked by one more extra computation than non-stragglers per layer. We measure the average finishing time (over 10 instances) for the uncoded scheme, polynomial, hierarchical polynomial, and sum-rate (Kiani et al., 2018) polynomial codes. While sum-rate polynomial coding is an alternate design to exploit stragglers, it has a cuboid partitioning structure similar to that of its hierarchical polynomial coding equivalent, cf. Fig. 1(d) . The distinction between hierarchical and sumrate polynomial codes is that for the sum-rate scheme the data involved in the information blocks are used to generate a single polynomial code (instead of L). The rate of the sum-rate scheme, K S-poly {N , is equal to the sum of the per-layer rates used in the hierarchical scheme, i.e., K S-poly {N " ř l K l {N . In uncoded scheme, the computation is split evenly amongst processors (each 1{N ) without any redundancy. Fig. 2 shows that the hierarchical scheme with L " 12 achieves 37% and 46% improvements in comparison to the polynomial coding and uncoded scheme, respectively. While the average finishing times of sum-rate scheme lower bounds the average finishing time of hierarchical scheme, in the sum-rate coding the master deals with decoding a polynomial code of rate K S-poly {N which is much more computationally intensive than the decoding of the rate tK l {N u tlPrLsu polynomial codes used in the hierarchical scheme.
